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LOSS OF CONTROL
5 tactics agents use on vendors at auction

Real estate agents tend to judge the success of each
sales campaign relative to the reserve price. If the
property is handed in below the reserve price, it means
the campaign has failed. If bidding reaches or exceeds
the reserve price, the auction is judged as having been
successful.
Many sellers are unaware that at or above the reserve
price, the auctioneer can legally sell the property on
behalf of the vendor. Once the auction reaches the
reserve price, the agents are in full legal and practical
control of the sale.
Therefore, the seller has effectively lost control of their
property at the reserve price.
Many consumers are aware of the power an auctioneer
can exert if required. As a defensive play, many vendors
simply set a high reserve. But, the agents have many
tricks to ensure the bidding and the reserve price
coincide ‘on the day’.
Some of these tricks involve getting the buyers up in
price and many involve getting the reserve price (the
owner’s price) down to ‘meet the market’. Once the
reserve has been met, if the bidding keeps going, great.
If not, well, at least it sold.
If you are aware of the reserve price tricks used during
an auction campaign you will be prepared and better
able to defend yourself.

1. SETTING A HIGH RESERVE CAN LEAD TO
INTENSE PRESSURE AT THE AUCTION
While many vendors sign up for an auction with the
apparent protection of a high reserve, most agents
know there are several points in the campaign where
they can pressure a vendor to lower the reserve. One
of those is at the auction itself.
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HOW’S THE MARKET?
Positive signs with challenges lurking

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the July edition of the Real Estate Report.
The 2019 property market to date is simply explained
– pre and post election. The positive shift in the market
sentiment since Election Day is unmistakable. In
fairness, the bounce is not totally politically based.
The week after the election, the RBA announced they
were on the verge of a rate cutting cycle that has now
commenced in earnest with rate cut in both June &
July. APRA softened their stance on certain areas of
the credit process and suddenly the market came alive.
We have seen some strong sales in recent times
with 5 competing offers being made on 14 Paul St
Balmain East before it sold for $2,305,000. 35 Maida
St Lilyfield sold in an off market transaction whilst over
150 buyers enquired on 6 Mary St Lilyfield before it
sold for $1,660,333. The consistently high level of buyer
enquiry, inspection attendees and multiple offers per
property is something that we have not seen since the
market peaked in mid 2017.

stock levels seasonally increase and the market
strength will be tested more so than it is during winter.
Rents are declining, meaning investors tempted by
lower interest rates will be faced with lower income.
Investors with a long term view maybe comforted in
seeing that the market may have reached a bottom.
Declining interest rates and rental returns is unwelcome
to self-funded retirees looking to gain modest returns
on cash. Bank interest barely outstrips inflation and net
rental returns on residential property is only marginally
better.
The hunt for yield is on which can lead investors into
unduly risky investment propositions. Every plan
looks good on paper. As the Opal Tower and Mascot
Towers debacle has shown, property is anything but an
easy street on the way to riches. The question every
apartment buyer should and will pose going forward
is ‘how is the build quality?’. For too long, buyers
have been too flippant with strata title properties and
identifying defects or potential issues.

Sellers can feel more relaxed about the market in the
short term, with regulators making it abundantly clear
they will support the market as required.

Just as home buyers insist on a building survey prior to
purchasing a house, apartment buyers will soon insist
on an onsite building inspection prior to purchasing an
apartment. Relying on the strata report and/or a builders
warranty won’t mean much if the builders foundations
are flawed.

AMP’s Shane Oliver cautions that employment will be
a factor going forward, with job losses being felt across
the economy. Whilst buyers may have seen the bottom
of the market, one gets the sense that a return to boom
mode is unlikely.

SQM Research’s Louis
Christopher and I recently
previewed the second half
the 2019 market. You can
watch that interview on
harrispartners.com.au

The market strength is on low listing and sales volumes.
Even the auction clearance rate which has enjoyed a
bounce has done so on record low volumes. In spring,

Best wishes
Peter O’Malley
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2. A (LOW) BUYERS’ GUIDE BECOMES THE
RESERVE PRICE
A low reserve will attract a lot of bidders. A price guide
below the reserve price will attract even more bidders.
Apparently the more bidders attracted to the auction,
the higher the price, even though you attracted them
with a low price in the beginning.

5. THE EMOTIONAL BUYER THAT’S GOING TO
KEEP BIDDING
“We stopped bidding because the other bidder was just
going to keep on bidding. They really wanted it!”
How many times have you heard this or a version of
it from the under-bidder? What they are effectively
saying is that the property would have sold for a higher
price if only there was another buyer around to fuel the

If the auction stalls below the reserve price, the agent
and buyers will expect you to honour the advertised
price guide. After all, ‘you agreed to market your home
at that (low) price’.

bidding. As a vendor, once you are over reserve, you

3. CONDITIONING AND CRUNCHING

second bidder stops bidding.

An agent conditions when they praise your home to
win the listing and then systemically points out its faults
during the campaign to drive your price expectations
down. Some agents condition subtly, while others are
more transparent and crass in their execution of the
strategy.

can watch the emotional bidder blast the competition
out of the water. Even though it’s obvious they would
keep bidding, you legally have to sell to them when the

The crowd will clap and the agent will tell you how much
over the reserve he or she has achieved. But, you could
have achieved more for your property had you selected
a superior selling method.

It’s normal for a low offer or two to be submitted to
the owner prior to the auction day. This is part of the
conditioning process - softening the seller up for auction
day.
The crunch comes if the bidding stalls below the
reserve. The agent portrays an unmistakable sense that
the deal has to be done ‘today’ before we ‘lose them’.
If the auction stops short of the reserve price and the
agent insists you drop the reserve to sell today, resist
the crunch. Sales books are also full of tactics teaching
salespeople how to overcome ‘No’ or ‘We want to think
about it’.
4. STIMULATE THE BIDDING
At auctions, there are often a number of bidders who will
hold back until the reserve price has been reached. If
the auction has stalled, agents will encourage an owner
to drop the reserve price to ‘stimulate the bidding’ and
draw out the reluctant bidders.
Agreeing to this tactic legally puts the property on the
market at a price that the vendor would never have
dreamed of selling for at the beginning of the campaign.
It is a massive gamble to drop the reserve price in the
hope of stimulating the bidding.

We have 50 complimentary copies of the book
for those looking to sell in spring. To receive
your copy, simply contact us on (02) 9818 2133.
Reading Inside Real Estate will be the best
return on investment you can make this winter.

BOOK OFFER

THERE ARE RISKS AND REASONS AS TO THE
SURGE IN OFF MARKET TRANSACTIONS IN 2019
For a property market that is in recovery mode, there
seems to be a lack of stock on market at present. A
symptom of weak and/or recovering markets is usually
excess stock levels, relative to buyer demand.
All is not as it seems when it comes to stock levels
though. If you are conducting your buyer search
exclusively on the two main web portals (domain.com.
au and realestate.com.au), there is a good chance you
are missing some good properties in your search.
A surprising amount of stock is being traded straight
off the agent’s websites and not even hitting the main
portals. Agents will often refer to these listings as ‘off
market’. They are not so much ‘off market’ listings as
they are ‘off the main website portals’. An important
distinction.
Buyers who complacently tell agents not to email or
contact them because ‘we will just look on the main
sites’ are potentially doing themselves a disservice. It
is advisable to subscribe to agent’s websites and follow
their respective off market listings.
There are reasons and risks to the surge in off
market transactions:
Reasons – inexplicably, the main two website portal
costs are now close to what newspaper advertising
was in the 1990s. Increasingly, both agents and
vendors deem this an unacceptable cost. Spending
$5000 or even $8000 on a campaign is deemed too
risky, particularly in a market that is unpredictable. The
website cost is fine if a sale is made. However, when
the market price does not meet the vendor’s reserve

price, shelling out thousands for a failed campaign
really hurts.
By listing off market, if the agent has a strong database,
they should be able to engage buyers in your property to
ensure you get a sense of market feedback. Based on
that feedback, you can then decide to list on the open
market, accept an offer from the off market strategy or
withdraw from the process completely. Going off market
for a few weeks makes more sense than plonking $5000
down for advertising and thinking to yourself, ‘hopefully
this ends well’. The off market strategy allows you to
gain some initial market feedback.
Risks - the off market strategy can also be a twostep process by the agent before getting you to list
on the open market. Step one, is to agree to try for
an ambitious price target in an off market format. As
the vendor’s motivation begins to increase, the agent
suggests a ‘more aggressive campaign’ which usually
means spending big dollars on advertising. Privately
the agents are thinking ‘get the listing and then knock it
into shape’. The key to protecting yourself against this
‘listing tactic’ is to only sign short agency agreements.
Signing a 90 day agency agreement means your
options are limited.
As a buyer, agents will often use the off market vs on
market as a negotiation tactic. The pitch is along the
lines of ‘we wouldn’t accept the price you have offered
without going to the open market. If you can offer $X,
the owners are happy to sell the property off market to
you’. The buyer now needs to decide whether to call
the owner and agent’s bluff or pay the price. When
you are talking about your dream home, this is a tricky
negotiation tactic to manoeuvre.

There are reasons and risks to surge in off market transactions.

